
Genius 2041 

Chapter 2041 Feng Qing's Shock! 

After exterminating the evil spirit Army, li qingmiao led the group back to the clear drizzle sect. 

In the main hall of the clear mist sect, ye Chen, Li qingmiao, and Feng Qing were sitting together. 

"Elder Feng Qing, this must be fellow Daoist ye chen, right?" 

It was the sky cloud sect's order to find ye chen and take good care of him. Li qingmiao did not dare to 

be careless. Now that he saw Feng Qing coming to help, it was time to take credit. As long as they could 

get the sky cloud sect's recognition, their clear mist sect could naturally rise in prestige again. 

"The sect master is right. The person around us is fellow Daoist ye chen, who is highly valued by our 

sect!" 

Feng Qing said with a smile. 

"What?" 

Hearing the two, ye chen looked at Feng Qing. This man was very shrewd. He could not see any extra 

information from his face, so he would ask directly to save the trouble. 

"Elder Feng Qing, how did I, ye chen, become someone valued by your sky cloud sect? who in the sky 

cloud sect knows me?" ye chen asked. 

Feng Qing smiled when he heard ye Chen's question. He knew that ye chen would ask this but he was 

not sure about this because it was a secret of the sky cloud sect. 

This mission was only to cooperate with ye chen in dealing with the evil spirit Army. In this war of evil 

spirits, ye chen had wiped out the entire evil spirit Army and forced the evil spirit emissary to commit 

suicide. It could be said that he had gained the limelight. There was nothing to say about the success of 

his mission. However, since ye chen had asked, he could not refuse to answer. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, whether you believe me or not, I can only tell you that it's my duty to carry out the 

order. As for the fact that the sect values you, I'm not very clear about it. But seeing that fellow Daoist 

ye killed the evil spirit Army this time, it's clear that you have extraordinary talent. Maybe that's the 

reason!" 

"This is the reason?" 

Ye chen sneered. Things were not as simple as they seemed. 

However, it seemed that he could not get any useful information from Feng Qing. 

"Fellow Daoist ye chen, I've come to the clear mist sect to help you kill the evil spirits and also because 

the sect master of the sky cloud sect has asked me to invite you to come personally." 

"The master of the sky cloud martial school?" 
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Hearing this, li qingmiao was surprised. He did not expect the sky cloud sect master, a super expert who 

had been famous on the nether prison continent for a long time, to want to meet ye chen in person. 

What a great honor this was. 

He could not help but look at ye chen in amazement. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, even I can't meet the sky cloud martial school's master directly. This is a great 

opportunity." 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed out loud, causing the two people present to be a little confused. 

"Why are you laughing, fellow Daoist ye?" Feng Qing asked. 

"I don't know any sky cloud martial school master at all. This invitation is strange. I don't really want to 

go!" 

"Ah?" 

Li qingmiao and Feng Qing were stunned when they heard that. 

It should be known that even a loose immortal would have to go through painstaking efforts to meet the 

sect master of the drifting cloud sect and might even fail. However, the sect master had taken the 

initiative to invite him and ye chen had actually rejected it. If this kind of thing were to spread, the entire 

drifting cloud land would probably be shocked. At the same time, they would say that ye chen did not 

know what was good for him. 

Ye chen was just a young man, yet he was so arrogant in the land of drifting clouds. This made the two 

of them feel strange. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, didn't you want to know why the sky cloud martial school values you so much? this is 

a good opportunity for you!" 

Feng Qing's reaction was quick. He immediately grasped the core of the problem, which was the answer 

to ye Chen's doubts. 

Originally, ye chen would have ignored such an invitation but Feng Qing's words made him reconsider. 

After all, he really wanted to know why this was happening because he had a vague feeling that this 

matter was related to the underworld God. 

"Ha, since the elder said so, I'll go with you!" 

"Straightforward, please!" 

Feng Qing's mission was to bring ye chen back to the sky cloud sect as soon as possible, so he did not 

want to waste any time. 

"This ... Fellow Daoist ye, you'll have to take my daughter with you. She can take care of your daily meals 

and other activities." Li qingmiao saw that ye chen was about to make a meteoric rise and thought of 

the matter between ye chen and Qingqing. This was a good opportunity. As long as they could climb up 

the big tree like ye chen, the clear drizzle sect would be the Overlord of this generation in the future. 



"Ha, no need." 

"This ... Sigh, alright, let's just say that Qingqing is not blessed!" Li qingmiao was clearly very regretful. 

 "Let's go!" 

Ye chen said to Feng Qing. The latter nodded slightly. In the end, Feng Qing led ye chen onto a flying 

beast that pulled a flying carriage and sped toward the sky cloud sect. 

The land of flowing clouds had a radius of tens of millions of miles, and it was vast with abundant 

resources. 

And this sky cloud martial school was located in the core of the sky cloud land. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The wind whistled, pushing the carriage forward. The flying beasts spread their wings and flew for 90000 

miles, crossing 19 continents in one shake! 

Ye chen sat cross-legged on the flying car to regulate his breathing and continued to comprehend the 

theory of evil energy Evolution. 

Ever since he had cultivated the Tianyi soul tampering technique, ye Chen's research into dark energy 

had entered a proper state. He had already mastered the release method of multiple dark energies. 

During the battle with the dark energy Holy envoy, he had also understood how to use the dark energy's 

curses. 

As long as this information was captured by the Demon's Eye, it would instantly enter the eight-gate 

divine disc's evolution and finally enter the ancient God Space to analyze and come up with the final 

conclusion. 

This kind of cultivation method was thousands of times faster than an ordinary cultivator's cultivation. 

Even if an ordinary cultivator needed a hundred years to comprehend, with the eight-gate divine disc 

and the ancient God Space, ye chen could comprehend it in two hours. This was the difference between 

heaven and earth. It even surpassed the chasm between a genius and an ordinary person! 

The flying car had been traveling for twelve hours. Feng Qing had been observing ye chen but he could 

not see any expression on ye Chen's face. He could not even get any information. He was very shocked 

when he passed by. 

Ye chen was only a young man in his twenties. How could he have such a calm and dignified air? 

When he looked at ye chen, it was as if he saw the Big Dipper Mount Tai, the sky, and the earth. The 

profoundness and magnificence even made Feng Qing feel inferior. 

"Although I don't know why the upper sect values this person, I can see deep things in him that are too 

terrifying!" 

Feng Qing frowned slightly because he began to feel the powerful energy circulating in ye Chen's body. 

This energy seemed to be about to explode and could destroy a radius of ten thousand miles. However, 



ye chen seemed to be able to control this enormous energy well. It was amazing to control it in his small 

body! 

Behind ye Chen, Feng Qing's divine sense saw a light wheel spinning. He focused his eyes, trying to see 

clearly but it disappeared in an instant. 

Looking at the person in front of him, Feng Qing felt even more insignificant. 

"I actually have the urge to kneel down. What kind of power is he developing?" Feng Qing muttered to 

himself in shock. 

At this time, ye Chen's eyes suddenly opened and a powerful dark energy burst out. Feng Qing could not 

resist it and knelt on the ground, unable to move his body. 

"H-how is this possible?" 

He couldn't believe what he was seeing. He was a peak loose immortal! 

Chapter 2042 The Sky Cloud Martial School! 

Suddenly, a ray of light entered ye Chen's eyes and he emerged from his meditative state. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, we've arrived at the sky cloud martial school." 

"Many thanks!" 

Ye chen slowly stood up and came to the deck of the flying carriage. He looked at the countless peaks in 

front of him. Under the sunlight, these peaks were constantly emitting a colorful glow. It was very 

beautiful. 

Under these peaks, there were many waterfalls and streams. One look at them would fill one's heart 

with the beauty of nature and comfort. 

In the sky above a distant mountain, there was a colorful cloud. This cloud had a special shape, which 

was the shape of the three words 'sky cloud sect'. 

"What a great sky cloud martial school! The sky cloud is a word! How creative!" 

"Fellow Daoist ye, are you coming with me?" 

"Alright!" 

Ye chen looked ahead and saw Feng Qing stepping in the air, heading straight for the peak of flowing 

clouds. 

"Ha!" 

Ye chen laughed in his heart. He knew that this person was probably trying to test his strength. In that 

case, he would play along. 

Ye chen took a step forward and caught up to Feng Qing. 

The latter glanced at ye chen out of the corner of his eye, then flew into the path of flowing clouds. 

Soon, his figure flickered erratically and he disappeared from ye Chen's sight. This was clearly a 
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challenge to ye Chen's movement technique. Moreover, the path of flowing clouds was no ordinary 

cloud path. It contained the eight trigrams and stars. It was full of twists and turns and was very 

unpredictable. 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed. He looked forward and observed that the various array structures of the path 

of flowing clouds had entered the range of the Demon's Eye. After the eight-gate divine disc analyzed 

this information, the solution was revealed. 

The entire process only took the blink of an eye! 

"Nine Heavens Yu-treading steps!" 

Ye chen displayed his exquisite movement technique again. He took a step forward and the seven stars 

returned to their positions. His body moved instantly and space was no longer in his way. 

"This!" 

In the depths of the clouds, Feng Qing, who was observing ye chen, was shocked. He had thought that 

by relying on the sect's specially created flowing cloud path, he would be able to stop ye chen for at 

least two hours. He could use this time to observe ye Chen's cultivation and talent. However, in the blink 

of an eye, ye chen had found a way to break through it. This was too much. 

It should be known that the drifting cloud path was developed by dozens of peak individual Immortals in 

the sect. The intricacies of it, combined with the terrain of drifting Cloud Mountain, could be said to be 

perfect. Even a peak true immortal would not be able to break through this formation in less than an 

hour. However, ye chen had reached the end of the drifting cloud path in less than an incense's time. 

"He's truly a God!" 

Feng Qing quickly sent this message back to the sky cloud sect. Then, he went to the cloud Bridge to 

welcome ye chen. 

Ye chen had already descended from the path of flowing clouds and arrived at the cloud Bridge. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, you're really a God. You're following me so quickly. You're a young hero!" 

"Elder Feng Qing, you flatter me. It's better for you to bring me to the master of the sky cloud martial 

school as soon as possible!" 

"This ... Sect master is currently in closed-door cultivation. I might need to entertain fellow Daoist ye 

first!" 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked displeased. He had come here to find out from the sect master how he knew about him. 

Now, the sect master did not want to meet him. If he had known this, he might not have left the clear 

drizzle sect. 

"Don't be angry, fellow Daoist ye. How about I take you to the elder's Hall to meet the Supreme elder of 

our sky cloud martial school?" 

"Supreme elder, you're interesting." 



"Please!" 

Ye chen knew that since he was already here, it was not realistic for him to go back. He had to figure out 

how the sky cloud sect knew about his whereabouts. That was the key. 

He followed Feng Qing into the sky cloud martial school. There was another cave inside the mountain. 

This should be a world of caves built by the mountain. There were pavilions, mountains, rivers, and 

everything. It was very strange. 

Many people from the sky cloud martial school were very curious when they saw Feng Qing bring a 

young man in. 

"Who is this person? at such a young age, he's actually being led by elder Feng Qing. He's very unusual!" 

"Look, he seems to be walking towards the elder Hall. Does he have the qualifications to meet the 

elders?" 

"It's amazing. " 

Many people followed him, wanting to see what was so special about this person. However, they could 

not see anything from his appearance because with their cultivation base, it was almost impossible to 

see through ye Chen's disguise. 

"He's just a little brat. I'm afraid you've been scared by him!" 

At this moment, a person walked over. Everyone turned around and addressed him as senior brother. 

This person was the elite outer disciple of the sky cloud martial school, Liu Xu! 

"Senior brother Liu, since you're so confident, why don't you challenge this person?" 

"That's right, senior brother Liu. This person is able to get elder Feng Qing's recommendation, which 

shows that he's extraordinary. As long as you can deal with him, you'll be able to get the attention of the 

inner sect elders. Won't that mean that you'll be able to rise to the top?" 

"Senior brother Liu, you are the face of our outer sect disciples, you can't back down!" 

Liu Xu nodded his head after hearing what the crowd said. He had wanted to enter the inner sect many 

times, but he had been rejected every time. This might be a good opportunity to make a name for 

himself. As long as he could enter the inner sect, he believed that it would not be a dream to rely on his 

talent to soar into the sky. 

"Alright, Junior Brother, Junior Sister, follow me!" 

In order to show off, Liu Xu had to show off his talent before Fengqing. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Liu Xu's figure flashed and he quickly arrived in front of Feng Qing and ye chen. 

"Liu Xu, what are you doing?" Seeing Liu Xu's arrival, Feng Qing seemed a little unhappy. Liu Xu had 

wanted to enter the inner sect many times, but it was because of Feng Qing's obstruction that he didn't 

even get to see the other elders. Of course, this was not because Feng Qing did it on purpose, but 



because Liu Xu's talent and strength were indeed not enough. He was also very arrogant, which was not 

a quality Feng Qing liked. 

"Elder Feng Qing, why are you bringing this man to the elder Hall?" 

"What?" 

Feng Qing's brows were slightly cold. He didn't expect that this Liu Xu would actually dare to question 

his actions. 

"Liu Xu, don't make trouble out of nothing. You have no right to speak in front of this elder!" 

"Elder, please calm down. This person looks so young. How could he have the qualifications to meet an 

inner sect elder? I think elder Feng Qing is playing favorites?" 

"What did you just say?" 

Feng Qing was furious. This kid was so arrogant, saying that he was playing favorites in front of so many 

people. If this kind of thing were to spread, his reputation in the sky cloud martial school would be 

greatly affected. If he didn't teach this kid a lesson today, how could he convince the others? 

His furious eyes locked onto Liu Xu, and he was about to attack. 

"AI!" 

Suddenly, a hand stopped him. It was ye chen. 

Fellow Daoist ye, this person is rude. Why don't you let me teach him a lesson?" 

"Elder Feng Qing, since this matter started because of me, I think it's better for me to solve it!" 

Ye chen could tell that Liu Xu was coming for him. Stopping Feng Qing was just a reason to target him. 

Feng Qing nodded slightly. Based on ye Chen's cultivation level, it would be too easy to deal with Liu Xu. 

He could take revenge for Liu Xu. 

"Hmph, I didn't expect it to come knocking on my door!" Liu Xu sneered, revealing a vicious look! 

Chapter 2043 2048-Face Swept! 

"Alright, senior brother Liu Xu, teach this brat a lesson!" 

"Hmph, who does he think he is? how dare he act so arrogantly in the sky cloud martial school? teach 

him a lesson!" 

"This time, we outer disciples are counting on you. Senior brother Liu, help us win back our face!" 

Seeing that ye chen had accepted Liu Xu's provocation, the crowd was very excited. They were all 

waiting to watch a good show. In their eyes, ye Chen's cultivation base was only at the Mahayana realm 

while Liu Xu was a six tribulation bodiless celestial. It should be very easy to deal with him. 

"Everyone, be quiet!" 
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At this time, Liu Xu asked everyone to be quiet. He turned to look at Feng Qing, as if he was ignoring ye 

chen. 

"What do you want now?" Feng Qing asked impatiently. 

"Elder Feng Qing, do you dare to make a bet with me?" 

"What are we betting on?" 

"If I defeat this person, you will bring me to the elder Hall to meet the inner elders!" 

"Hahaha!" 

Feng Qing laughed a few times. He thought to himself, Liu Xu, you're really bold! 

"No problem. As long as you can defeat ye chen, I'll bring you to the elder's Hall to meet the inner sect 

elders. I'll even help you make one of the elders your disciple!" 

"Is it true?" 

"Hahaha, how can I, Feng Qing, lie?" 

"Alright, elder Feng Qing, I'll have to thank you for your help. Hahaha, this time, I, Liu Xu, will also be 

representing the outer sect to gain glory." 

Liu Xu was overjoyed. He finally had the chance to enter the inner sect, and even had an excellent 

opportunity to become an inner sect elder's disciple. This was a blessing that outer sect disciples could 

not obtain in a hundred years. He did not expect to get it today. It was really like a mayfly that had worn 

out its iron shoes and found it in the end without any effort! 

The outer sect disciples who had come with Liu Xu looked envious. They had not expected elder Feng 

Qing to promise Liu Xu so many benefits. If they had known, many of them could have challenged ye 

chen without Liu Xu's help. 

Many people were shouting,"damn it, damn it, if I knew this would happen, I would've done it." 

"Since that's the case, let's go up to the fighting ring!" Feng Qing said as he looked at the excited crowd. 

He pointed in a direction, which was the martial arts practice field in the distance. 

"Alright!" 

The crowd cheered. The more formal it was, the more pride the outer sect disciples had. Of course, the 

premise was that they won this round. No one thought that Liu Xu would lose! 

Thump, thump, thump! 

The group quickly arrived at the battlefield. Ye chen and Liu Xu went up to the stage. 

"Brat, I'll give you three moves. Don't say I'm bullying you!" 

Liu Xu looked at ye chen with a slight smile. However, if one were to look at him confidently, one would 

realize that this guy's smile was fake. It was a display of his incomparable contempt for ye chen. 



Hearing this, the outer sect disciples below burst into laughter. 

"Senior brother Liu Xu, you can even give him a handicap of 18 moves!" 

"That's right, this kid is dead for sure. " 

"How dare you make an enemy out of the sky cloud martial school! You're looking for death!" 

These outer sect disciples usually could not find anyone to vent their anger on and were suppressed by 

the inner sect disciples. This time, an outsider had come to the sect and it was the time to vent their 

anger. Every disciple's face was sinister and fierce. They all wanted ye chen to die. 

In the face of such a "Wolf, Tiger, and leopard," ye chen sneered. He had only wanted to teach this 

"challenger" a lesson but now, he was not going to hold back. 

"Let me have three moves first, ha, how about I let you have three moves first?" 

Just as everyone was waiting for ye Chen's reply, his words caused an uproar. 

"Hahaha!" 

Countless disciples laughed. Who would have thought that he would still want to fight back at the brink 

of death? 

"Brat, I gave you face, but you didn't want it. Are you looking for death?" 

"Trash, how dare you be so arrogant in front of me! Say your last words and then die!" 

"You!" 

Liu Xu was thoroughly enraged. He had not expected ye chen to be so arrogant. This was completely 

different from what he had expected. He had thought that ye chen would kneel and beg for mercy. 

However, the scene before him showed that he had been suppressed by ye Chen's words and had fallen 

into a "disadvantage." 

"Bastard, you're looking for death!" 

Liu Xu flew out and headed straight for ye chen. 

"Tiger Claw and wolf howl!" 

"Owwuuu!" 

With the sound of a Wolf's howl, the surrounding space began to transform rapidly, and a gloomy aura 

swept across the entire scene. This was Liu Xu's killing move, and it was a very sinister killing move. 

Although this kind of divine power was very powerful, ordinary inner disciples would not even bother to 

use it. 

"Senior brother Liu Xu is really angry now. Such a killing move will definitely kill him!" 

"This ye chen really doesn't know what's good for him. It's good that he's dead!" 

Everyone revealed a ferocious expression and waited for ye Chen's death. 



At that moment, ye chen suddenly disappeared from the fighting ring. 

"What?" 

While everyone was still in doubt, they realized that ye chen had already appeared behind Liu Xu. One of 

Liu Xu's strongest killing moves had actually missed. 

Many disciples were confused. 

"How is that possible? senior brother Liu Xu's killing move is a hundred percent accurate! It can't be off 

target!" 

"What's wrong with this kid? he's a little strange!" 

"How did he disappear just now?" 

No one knew what ye chen had done. Even Liu Xu, who was ye Chen's enemy, did not know how ye chen 

had disappeared. 

Feng Qing sneered. Ye Chen's movement divine ability was the same as the glorious Nine Heavens Yu 

treading steps he had used to break through the flowing cloud formation. 

Even a peak loose immortal might not be able to control such an exquisite movement divine ability, let 

alone a middle stage loose immortal like Liu Xu. 

"Damn it!" 

Liu Xu was furious. No matter what the reason was, ye chen had dodged his killing move. This was a 

great humiliation. After all, he was a six tribulation bodiless celestial while ye chen was only a Mahayana 

realm cultivator. The difference in their realms was too great. It was natural for him to win. If he missed, 

he would lose face. 

"Kill him, kill him!" 

As expected, thinking that Liu Xu had embarrassed the outer sect, everyone shouted to kill ye chen. 

In the face of such a situation, ye chen still stood in the same place, not moving. 

"Go to hell!" 

Liu Xu felt the pressure from the surrounding disciples and did not dare to hold back. He used his killer 

move again. 

This time, Liu Xu even used his movement divine ability to assist his attack. He wanted ye chen to die! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The Tiger's claws were sharp and fierce as it attacked madly. The surrounding spatial immortal force 

surged and the entire exhibition stage fell into a frenzy. The ground cracked and countless rocks flew 

into the air. Everyone retreated one after another, and many people were trembling with fear. 

However, ye chen dodged every attack with great precision. 

"Impossible, impossible!" 



Liu Xu's heart gradually became uneasy. The person in front of him was clearly only in the Mahayana 

realm, how could he avoid so many of his killing moves? 

"Swish!" 

Just as Liu Xu was deep in thought, ye chen suddenly stopped in his tracks. 

"Ah?" Liu Xu was surprised. 

"Three moves have passed, are you prepared to die?“ 

"What?" 

At this moment, everyone finally understood that ye chen had been dodging all this time just to give Liu 

Xu three moves. Previously, Liu Xu wanted to give ye chen three moves but now, ye chen had given him 

three moves. No matter who won or lost this battle, Liu Xu's face was completely disgraced! 

"You! I'm going to tear you apart!" 

Liu Xu's heart exploded with shame and he lost his rationality! 

Chapter 2044 Suicide! 

"Kill!" 

Liu Xu did not hold back this time. He unleashed his true strength as an itinerant immortal. As his 

celestial energy expanded, his tiger claws turned metallic. He was ready to take ye Chen's life on the 

spot. Not only would he make a name for himself, but he would also embarrass Feng Qing. After all, he 

was the one who had brought ye chen into the sky cloud sect. 

Celestial energy surged, and Celestial Arts were activated. Liu Xu's eyes were filled with killing intent as 

he charged over with an overbearing aura. 

"Idiot!" 

In the face of such a simple brute force attack, ye chen was not afraid at all, even if the other party was 

an itinerant immortal. 

"Demon's Eye!" 

His eyes flickered with demonic light. Instantly, the power of the underworld God was activated. A 

divine light rushed into Liu Xu's eyes, and the scene in front of him changed completely. 

"Ah?" 

In the process of charging, Liu Xu saw the realm of hell, which was extremely terrifying. 

Among them, countless demons were baring their fangs at him. The Hellfire was like a torrent, wanting 

to devour his soul, body, and flesh. The pain was unbearable and unimaginable. He was about to fall. 

"No!" 

He roared in anger, completely losing his composure. Before ye chen, he was just a stray dog! 
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"Kneel down!" 

Ye chen shouted coldly. Liu Xu, who had been so aggressive that he wanted to take ye Chen's life, 

immediately went weak in the knees and knelt on the ground. 

Everyone was shocked and didn't know what was happening. At this moment, the surrounding earth 

trembled and the mountains collapsed. While everyone was surprised, the space around the fighting 

stage fell into chaos. 

They looked at the fighting ring and saw Liu Xu kneeling in front of ye chen. His eyes were listless, like a 

puppet. 

"Liu Xu, how dare you be so arrogant in front of me! This is your end!" 

With that, ye chen turned around and left. Everyone was shocked. Liu Xu's Kasaya had failed! 

However, just as they thought that everything would return to peace after ye Chen's departure ... 

"Ah!" 

Suddenly, Liu Xu let out an angry roar. His eyes were empty as he chopped down on his own neck with 

his hand. 

"Swish!" 

"Crack!" 

Along with the sound of flesh and blood being cut apart and bones cracking, he had actually cut off his 

own head. 

"This!" 

Everyone was stupefied. They had no idea what was going on. Liu Xu was a powerful loose immortal, 

how could he commit suicide like this? 

He was a man with such a big goal. He had long decided to enter the inner sect and find an elder to be 

his master. Even if he failed, he shouldn't have committed suicide! 

No one knew. Of course, Liu Xu did not want to commit suicide. However, under the control of the 

Demon's Eye, even the martial will of an itinerant immortal could only collapse. He could not resist ye 

Chen's call of the underworld God and was completely trapped in the illusion. He went crazy and died! 

"Mm ..." 

Although ye Chen's victory was within his expectations, Liu Xu's death still shocked Feng Qing. He did 

not expect ye chen to kill an itinerant immortal so easily. He had even made the other party commit 

suicide! 

"This kid is too terrifying!" 

Feng Qing could not help but evaluate ye chen like this in his heart. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, please!" 



"Please!" 

Ye chen left with ease and followed Feng Qing to the elder's Hall. 

The remaining outer sect disciples who were still in a state of panic looked at Liu Xu's body, especially 

the head that had rolled on the ground. Each of them was extremely frightened. They were all 

wondering if ye chen, who was so powerful, would take their lives. 

What they did not know was that as long as they did not block ye Chen's way, he would not even spare 

them a second glance. 

The elder's Hall was located on a high mountain in the sky cloud martial school. Halfway up the 

mountain, there was a huge sword-shaped building. Below the sword-shaped building was a large hall. 

This was the elder's Hall. 

"Please!" 

Ye chen nodded slightly and strode toward the elder's Hall. 

At this moment, the door slowly opened, and suddenly, a powerful sword Qi, which contained high-rank 

immortal energy, rushed out. 

"A 7th tribulation loose immortal!" 

Ye chen instantly sensed the source of this energy. It was a seven tribulation bodiless celestial. 

"Ah!" 

In the face of such a brutal sword Qi, Ye chen closed his eyes slightly, then suddenly exhaled. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

This aura instantly clashed with the menacing sword Qi, and the power of both sides exploded in the 

void, eliminating each other! 

"Ah?" 

Feng Qing turned pale with fright. He was getting more and more confused about the person before 

him. It was already shocking that ye chen had killed Liu Xu so easily. Now, when he was up against a 

seventh level bodiless celestial elder, he could handle it as if it was nothing. This kind of divine might had 

already surpassed the celestial realm! 

Da, da, da!" 

Ye chen walked into the main hall and saw three people sitting there. 

One of them looked at ye chen coldly. Ye chen could sense the energy in his body and knew that this 

person was the one who had released the sword energy. The sword energy of a seven tribulation 

bodiless celestial was not even worth mentioning in front of ye chen. He could not help but feel 

extremely humiliated. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, please!" 



At this moment, an elder sitting in the center smiled at ye chen. 

"En!" 

Ye chen nodded slightly and sat on the throne. 

"Everyone, are you the elders of the sky cloud martial school's Elder Hall?" Ye chen asked. 

"You're being so rude. You should know that first elder is very polite to you!" 

"Who are you?" the person who released the sword Qi shouted coldly. 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold as he looked at the man. An invisible divine light entered the man's eyes. 

"Ah?" 

The man suddenly trembled and almost fell from the chair. He was a 7th tribulation bodiless celestial. 

Losing his composure like this was even more embarrassing than when his sword Qi was eliminated. 

"Mm ..." 

The great elder was very displeased to see this. It was not because of ye Chen's divine light but because 

of the elder's loss of self-control. He represented the dignity of the sky cloud sect! 

"Retreat!“ 

"Great elder, I ..." 

"Get lost!" 

The first elder shouted angrily. 

"Yes!" 

The elder could only walk out of the hall. 

Feng Qing stepped forward and said,"great elder, ye chen has been brought here. Along the way, ye 

Chen's talent is completely in line with our previous understanding. In fact, he's even better than us. 

He's so strong that I can't compare to him!" 

"Fengqing, you've done very well. It's your credit that you were able to bring fellow Daoist ye here. You 

can leave first!" 

"Yes!" 

Feng Qing bowed slightly and then walked out of the hall. 

At this moment, ye chen was facing two elders alone in the main hall. 

The strength of these two people was obviously above that of Feng Qing and the elder who had released 

the sword Qi. One of them was an 8th tribulation bodiless immortal, while the great elder was a Peak 

9th tribulation bodiless immortal. 



Even so, ye chen could see the problem. 

He thought to himself,"Feng Qing said to let me see the Supreme elder, is this great elder in front of me 

the Supreme elder?"“ 

Ye chen sized up the great elder in front of him. Although this person was shrewd and had a profound 

cultivation base, ye chen did not look like a top master yet. Ye chen judged that this person was not a 

Supreme elder. 

Chapter 2045 2050-God! 

"Let's get straight to the point. How did you know of my existence?" 

Ye chen asked the two elders directly. 

"This ..." 

The elder below looked at the great elder with a slightly embarrassed expression. He had not expected 

ye chen to be so direct and ask such a question. 

"Ha, fellow Daoist ye, why do you have to take this matter to heart? I invited you here ..." 

"Ha, did you invite me here?" 

Even in front of the great elder, ye chen was still cold. This made the two feel a little embarrassed and 

also quite shocked. It was rare for ye chen to have such courage at such a young age. It was rare for him 

to be so imposing in front of the two of them. 

They had seen countless prodigies in their lives but this was the first time they had seen someone like ye 

chen. 

Fellow Daoist ye, what do you mean by that?" The great elder asked. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, although you're a genius, you still have to respect the great elder. He's the ruler of the 

elder Hall!" 

The elder below said coldly. 

"Paragon, I'm here to see the Supreme elder. What does that have to do with the Grand Elder?" 

"You!" 

The great elder's brows furrowed as he released his celestial energy. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, the air exploded and the high temperature attacked ye chen. 

"Oh?" 

Ye chen sneered. A stream of divine energy shot out from between his brows and instantly destroyed 

the energy in front of him. Then, he countered the great elder. 

"Ah?" 
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First elder was shocked. He sent out his palms to resist the attack. 

This exchange allowed the great elder to sense the strength of the person before him. The sword Qi 

released by the elder who had been chased away was easily resolved. Now, it seemed to be the most 

reasonable because the great elder had already sensed that ye Chen's strength was not below his. 

"With such strength at the Mahayana realm, he indeed has the capital to be arrogant!" 

"Cut the crap, where's the Supreme elder?" 

"Ha, it's not that easy to see the Supreme elder!" 

The great elder's tone changed, as if he wanted to pressure ye chen. 

"What test do you have? Now that you're beating around the bush, I'm very unhappy. Be careful or I'll 

tear down your sky cloud sect!" 

"Ah?" 

Ye Chen's arrogance surprised the two once again. How could they have thought that a mere Mahayana 

realm brat would dare to speak in such a manner in front of two high-ranked individual Immortals? if 

this was known by others, where would their face be? 

Fortunately, there were only the two of them here, so they felt a little better. 

"Alright, I'll take you to see the Supreme elder!" 

"Let's go!" 

Ye chen had to figure out how they knew of his existence as soon as possible. Otherwise, he would be 

too passive. 

Therefore, a strong method was necessary! 

The great elder led ye chen through the main hall and into a secret passage. 

Within the secret tunnel, there were all sorts of patterns. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, do you recognize these patterns?" 

"What?" 

Ye chen knew that this person wanted to test his formation cultivation. He casually glanced at the wall 

and continued to move forward. 

Fellow Daoist ye, don't you recognize these patterns?" 

Seeing ye Chen's actions, the man was obviously trying to change the topic and "escape." 

Otherwise, it would be impossible to remember the exact appearance of these patterns with just a 

glance. These patterns looked simple and ordinary, but in fact, they were exquisitely created by the 

Supreme elder. They were high-grade immortal power runes that only half-step true immortals could 

carve. 



"Ha, what do you want me to say about such a low-level rune?" 

"Ah?" 

The great elder was dumbfounded. This was the work of the Supreme elder whom he had always 

respected. It was even the ingenuity of the Supreme elder's work. How could it be a low-level rune in ye 

Chen's eyes? 

This made the great elder very unhappy. 

"Hmph, fellow Daoist ye, I understand that young people are arrogant, but you can't be too arrogant. 

Otherwise, you'll be the one who suffers." 

"Ha, first elder, don't you believe me?" 

"Believe? What do you want me to believe in the words of a madman?" 

The great elder showed a disdainful expression, deliberately trying to embarrass ye chen. 

"Alright, in that case, I'll show you these patterns!" 

"Alright!" 

The great elder stopped in his tracks and pointed at a very complicated pattern. This pattern contained 

thousands of celestial runes. He thought that as long as ye chen could see ten of them, he would be 

considered powerful. 

"Just this?" 

"Don't underestimate this pattern. There are countless runes of celestial energy in it. Even I can only see 

300 of them. If you can see ten of them, I'll let you keep going!" 

"Ten? Hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed wildly. His powerful energy shook the entire secret passage corridor, even the stone 

wall was shaking. 

"This!" 

First elder was shocked once again. This kind of vigorous inner strength was too powerful. 

However, even if he had a strong foundation, he still didn't understand runes. 

"Please!" 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen did not even look at the pattern. Instead, he waved his hand and released a stream of 

netherworld energy. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 



Then, he activated the Demon's Eye. The underworld energy he had released earlier flowed over the 

pattern. In the blink of an eye, the underworld energy was reflected, bringing countless information into 

ye Chen's Demon's Eye. 

Before the great elder could figure out what was going on, ye chen had already analyzed all the rune 

characteristics of the pattern in front of him. 

Da, da, da!" 

Ye chen walked forward. 

"Hey, fellow Daoist ye, you must accept your loss. Are you really that flustered and exasperated?" 

Seeing ye Chen's rapid advance, they thought he was going to go back on his word. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, the light of the god of the underworld suddenly appeared in front of the great elder, 

and then it transformed into a light screen. 

On the underworld God's light screen, countless runes appeared. There were more than a thousand 

types, and at least 3600 of them were carved on the light screen like strange characters. They were 

extremely life-like. 

"Ah, this, this!" 

The first elder was completely shocked when he saw this. The person in front of him was a God! 

"How can he have such profound cultivation in formations at such a young age? he can even analyze so 

many runes without even looking at them. Is he still human?" 

The great elder was ashamed of his own inferiority and did not dare to complain to ye chen. 

Da, da, da!" 

He quickly followed ye Chen's footsteps and brought him to the end of the secret passage. There was a 

stone door. 

He chanted the spell and released immortal energy at a rune on the side of the stone door. The rune 

flickered with light, and then the stone door slowly opened. 

The two of them walked out of the stone door and found a different world. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, the Supreme elder is right ahead." 

"Alright!" 

Ye Chen's eyes looked ahead and saw a white blur. There was no sign of anyone. 

"This bunch of old Daoists still want to test me. What a joke." 

Ye Chen's patience had run out. He could not care less about these clichés and flew up. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, what are you doing?" When he saw ye Chen's actions, he asked in surprise. 



Ye chen did not respond. Then, a divine sword appeared in his hand. It was the celestial Thearch sword! 

"Could it be ..." 

The great elder didn't dare to think further! 

Chapter 2046 The Supreme Elder Appears! 

Ye chen leaped into the air. The celestial Thearch sword in his hand flickered with sword light, and the 

sword Qi soared into the sky and shocked the surroundings! 

"The celestial Emperor has reversed the resplendent earth sword!" 

He slashed out with his sword, instantly causing the space to shake and the terrain to change. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, don't be rash!" 

The great elder turned pale with fright. He had a premonition that something big was about to happen. 

As expected, ye chen had already made his move. It could be seen that this was the result of his many 

attempts to test ye chen. 

"Slash!" 

With a loud explosion, the entire mountain fell into chaos. The earth trembled and endless dust filled 

the air. 

The fog from before had completely disappeared before ye Chen's eyes! 

"Hahaha, Grand Elder, it seems like you need to rebuild this place." 

"Fellow Daoist ye, stop joking." 

"Ha, is this enough?" 

Suddenly, ye Chen's eyes turned cold and sharp again. 

"What?" 

The first elder was completely stunned. He wanted to stop it, but it was impossible now. 

"Three light energy slash!" 

"Slash, slash, slash!" 

Ye Chen's three consecutive slashes shattered the chaos and the entire mountain peak was about to 

collapse. 

At this moment,"BOOM! BOOM!" There was a loud noise. A powerful palm energy came from the peak 

of the mountain and covered the sky, suppressing ye Chen's previous triple slash sword Qi. 

"Hahaha, you've finally appeared?“ 

Ye chen flew down. This was his purpose. He wanted to force the Supreme elder who was hiding behind 

the scenes to show himself. 
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At this moment, at the foot of the mountain, the stone door opened, and a man with white hair and a 

ruddy complexion walked out. 

"Amazing, amazing. You actually forced me to attack. You're indeed fellow Daoist ye!" 

When this person walked out of the stone door, he did not scold ye chen for "tearing down the house." 

Instead, he even praised ye chen. Ye chen was puzzled by his behavior. 

"You're the Supreme elder?" 

"It is!" 

"Ha, let's cut the crap and answer my question!" 

"Fellow Daoist ye, if you want to know the answer to that question, then come with me!" 

The Supreme elder made a gesture of "please" and ye chen followed him into the stone room in the 

peak. 

There were tables, chairs, and benches in the stone room. There was even a pot of tea on the stone 

table, as if waiting for the arrival of guests. 

The three of them sat down together. 

The Supreme elder personally poured tea for ye chen and was very respectful. 

The first elder at the side looked very ashamed. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, we were able to recognize you because we received instructions from the higher-

ups!" 

"Above again? who's above you?" 

Ye chen was speechless. These people did not answer his question at all. Instead, they threw out new 

questions. 

"Hehe, fellow Daoist ye, although we're humans, we're their subordinates on the nether prison 

continent." 

"Nether prison!" 

Ye chen closed his eyes slightly and relied on his divine will to roam the continent, trying to find out 

where nether prison was. 

The Grandmaster elder and the great elder did not know what ye chen was doing. If they did, their jaws 

would drop. He could roam the entire continent with his psychic power. No one had such powerful 

psychic energy. 

Ye chen was able to do this partly because of his own amazing psyche, but also because of the Demon's 

Eye's super power. 



In the northeast of the continent, he had indeed detected powerful netherworld energy. Moreover, this 

netherworld energy was faintly mixed with the shadow of the power of the god of the underworld. It 

was very obvious that someone from this faction had some connection with the god of the underworld. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, fellow Daoist ye ..." 

The Supreme elder shouted carefully. 

"En!" 

Ye chen opened his eyes and looked at the two of them. 

"I understand the nether prison." 

"You understand now?" 

This time, it was the two of them who were confused. They did not know how ye chen could 

"understand" by just closing his eyes. 

"Do you know about the evil spirit?" 

"Of course. Fellow Daoist ye personally killed sacred emissary evil spirit and set off a great wave in our 

nether prison road. We admire you!" 

"Yes, fellow Daoist ye, your fame is known by everyone in the nether prison continent." 

The two elders said with a smile. 

"Good, I think you'd better hurry up and think of a way to deal with the evil spirits. Although the Saint 

was killed this time, they definitely won't let this matter rest." 

"We all know this. The evil spirits are the most brutal scourge on this continent. Nether prison has 

already given orders for us to be on guard. This time, we have brought fellow Daoist ye here in 

accordance with nether prison's instructions." 

"Who gave the order?" 

"One of nether prison's seven great protectors, homolei!" 

"Homolei?" 

Naturally, ye chen did not know this person. However, since he was one of the seven great guardians, he 

must have received instructions from the higher-ups. 

Ye chen thought about it and decided that since he had offended the evil spirit this time, the other party 

would not let him off. In that case, going to nether prison and fighting the evil spirit with them was a 

good choice. It would also help him find the Temple of Fame. 

"Don't worry. I can go to nether prison and tell them about your contributions. Then, we can kill the evil 

spirits together!" 

"Hahaha, you're indeed a broad-minded person, fellow Daoist ye. We thank you on behalf of the sky 

cloud martial school." 



The two of them stood up and bowed to ye chen. 

"Get up. I need some sacrificial stones for cultivation. This time, it will depend on your performance." 

"Don't worry, we all understand this!" 

The Supreme elder gave the great elder a meaningful look. The latter nodded slightly and went to 

prepare the bright stones. 

The so-called bright stone was a material used by the underworld realm for cultivation. It was similar to 

the spiritual stones in the human realm, but these bright stones contained all kinds of energy. There 

were even Supreme-grade bright stones that contained the power of the underworld. It depended on 

whether the user could develop it. 

The two of them were drinking tea. After a while, the first elder came over with a ring. It was the storage 

ring. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, these are the bright stones for you. They are all of the highest quality. It is guaranteed 

that you can absorb netherworld power from them. Of course, this will depend on your own ability." 

"Ha, my ability?" 

Ye chen took the storage ring and sneered. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, the amount of these bright stones is enough for you to cultivate for three months. It's 

enough!" The great elder said proudly. 

"Is it really enough?" 

"Of course. Even a peak loose immortal would need a month to absorb these bright stones. Fellow 

Daoist ye is now in the Mahayana realm. According to logic, it would take three years to absorb and 

refine them. I'm already being too kind to you by saying three months." 

Suddenly, the atmosphere around them became strange. The Supreme elder and great elder looked at 

ye chen as if they wanted to see what he thought of their idea or what ability ye chen had to absorb the 

bright stone before them. 

"Whoosh!" 

Ye chen tossed the ring into the air in front of the two of them. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, What's this?" The two of them were puzzled. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The ring was suspended in midair. Then, ye chen released the eight-gate divine disc. 

"Open the door!" 

The eight gates divine disc evolved into a "door opening." Instantly, within the door opening, a violent 

Whirlpool gradually formed. 

This vortex was none other than the evolution of the spacetime Fury's giant mouth. 



"Roar!" 

The primordial beast's roar shook the minds of the two people in front of it. Then, the ring shattered in 

the air, and countless bright stones scattered in the air! 

Chapter 2047 Shocking The Two Great Elders! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The bright stones all floated into the air, releasing a seven-colored light. This light meant that these 

stones really did contain powerful netherworld energy, and some of them even really did have 

netherworld God Power. 

The higher the quality of the stone, the more wasteful it would be for ordinary cultivators, because they 

couldn't absorb the essence of the power in it at all. This power could only be discovered, sensed, and 

absorbed by genius cultivators. 

The great elder wanted to see if ye chen had the talent of a genius. 

These stones automatically formed an image in the air that looked like a formation. 

 Moreover, this image was not formed randomly. Instead, it was an array diagram that ye chen had 

arranged using the eight-gate divine disc. It was the most suitable for absorption and refinement. The 

position of each bright stone was very particular. Even the two great elders could not understand what 

it meant. 

"Ha, fellow Daoist ye, is such a trick useful?" 

When the great elder saw ye Chen's actions, he thought that ye chen was deliberately showing off his 

skills to win the admiration of the two. However, they were all experienced. In the face of such a move, 

they only felt that ye chen was just trying to please the crowd. 

"Great elder's words are extremely true. Fellow Daoist ye, it can't be that you can't even absorb these 

bright stones, right?" 

The Supreme elder added. His words were not completely sarcastic. According to their experience, even 

an itinerant immortal would not be able to fully absorb these bright stones, let alone a person in the 

Mahayana stage like ye chen. It was just that they had chosen the wrong person. 

"Ha, just watch!" 

Ye chen sneered and released the power of the eight gates divine disc. The huge vortex began to absorb 

the power of the bright stone in the air. 

Due to the formation he had set up earlier, the power of the bright stone had automatically entered the 

formation under the strong suction of the Furious roar. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

With the support of the formation diagram, the veins were clear and the power of the bright stone was 

endless. It entered the formation diagram crazily and was then absorbed by the vortex. 
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"Ah?" 

The zhizun elder and great elder turned pale with fright. Even if they absorbed these bright stones, they 

could not be so fast. Ye chen was even accelerating. 

"Roar!" 

With the roar, the power of the outer layer of bright stones was completely absorbed. This speed was 

simply indescribable. It was a miracle. 

Then, something even more terrifying happened, because they saw signs of nether God Power. 

"This can't be true, right?" The great elder said in a low voice. 

"Are you blind?" The Supreme elder angrily rebuked, but the great elder didn't dare to say anything. 

"That's ridiculous. He's not just a genius, he's an invincible genius!" 

The Supreme elder was about to go crazy. Even the sky cloud sect's sect master's talent could not be 

compared to ye chen 's, and that was the difference between fluorescent light and bright moon! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At this moment, the bright stone changed. The power of the nether God had really appeared. 

The two of them looked at the bright stones at the same time and also observed ye chen. This was 

because the underworld God Power was the most profound power in the underworld realm. Only those 

who were above the nether prison realm could control it. Even in the sky cloud sect, only the Supreme 

elders and the sect master could absorb a little of the underworld God Power. However, what they saw 

was an unprecedented scene. The vigorous underworld God Power had actually rushed out of the bright 

stones automatically and fused into ye Chen's eight gates divine disc. 

"What, What is this?" The two great elders immediately went crazy. The netherworld energy that they 

had yearned for so much had become so simple for ye chen. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, the Demon's Eye reappeared between ye Chen's brows. Instantly, the netherworld 

energy was summoned by the Demon's Eye and surged wildly into it. 

This was the first time the Supreme elder and great elder had seen such a method of absorbing 

underworld God Power, but it was impossible for them to possess such an ability. This was the effect of 

the Demon's Eye. 

An ordinary itinerant immortal would need a year to absorb the power of the bright stone. Now, ye chen 

had relied on the Demon's Eye to complete it in an incense's time. Moreover, the efficiency of the 

utilization was extremely high and he could even absorb netherworld energy! 

The Supreme elder and the great elder would never have thought of such an outcome even if they 

racked their brains. 



The two of them looked at ye chen and seemed to understand why the nether prison people valued ye 

chen so much. This kind of talent was simply heaven-defying. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, how do you feel?" 

"Ha, very good!" 

After absorbing the power of these bright stones, ye chen felt that his Foundation had soared and he 

had reached the peak of the Mahayana realm. 

Since the matter here has been resolved, Supreme elder, I'm going to nether prison immediately!" 

"Why are you in such a hurry?" 

"We can't delay dealing with the evil spirit!" 

"Alright then!" 

The two of them did not want ye chen to leave so quickly. 

"Fellow Daoist ye, you have to put in a good word for our sky cloud sect in front of the Lords of Nether 

prison. We don't dare to forget your kindness!" 

"Don't worry. You've served me well. I will!" 

"Many thanks, many thanks." 

The two great elders bowed and thanked ye chen. 

After that, the Supreme elder and the great elder led all the disciples of the sky cloud martial school to 

the square. 

"Everyone, today is the day fellow Daoist ye leaves. We must all pay our respects and send this senior 

off!" 

"Senior?" 

When they heard the great elder use this term, everyone was shocked. Wasn't ye chen just a disciple 

who had just arrived at the sky cloud sect? why was the great elder calling him senior now? was this 

even logical? 

In an instant, there was a lot of discussion, but no one knew what had happened. 

According to past practice, the sky cloud sect would only gather all the disciples when there was a 

particularly important event. This time, it was just to send ye chen off? 

"What's wrong with this kid? he's so high profile just because he defeated the outer sect disciple, Liu 

Xu?" 

"It can't be. Feng Qing only brought this person into the sect. Isn't this too exaggerated?" 

"Could it be that he has some shocking background?" 

The crowd was in a heated discussion, but no one could give an answer. 



"Silence!" 

Hearing the discussion of the crowd, the first elder bellowed. 

"Yes!" 

The crowd did not dare to say another word and only watched ye chen walk up the stage. 

"Hahaha, it doesn't matter if you don't know. Fellow Daoist ye is someone highly valued by nether 

prison. It's our honor to be able to come to our sky cloud sect. His strength is far above yours, and even 

we are not his match. It's no problem to call him senior!" 

At this moment, the Supreme elder also came up to explain. 

"Ah?" 

This time, the crowd was really speechless. Even a Supreme elder was not ye Chen's match. To be 

honest, no one in the sky cloud sect would believe this. They could only believe that ye Chen's 

background was too strong, so even the Supreme elder did not dare to be negligent. 

"Hmph, is he really that strong?" 

Suddenly, a cultivator stood up and stared coldly at ye chen. Everyone looked over and saw that it was 

the direct disciple of the inner sect, the Taowu Liu yunche. 

"Liu Yun che, don't be rude!" The great elder rebuked. 

However, Liu Yun che had no intention of retreating. Instead, he continued to provoke them. 

"Great elder, you're exaggerating. This person is only at the Mahayana realm. I don't think he has the 

right to be arrogant!" 

"So you're saying you're qualified?" Ye chen asked. 

"Naturally!" Liu Yun Che's killing intent was cold! 

Chapter 2048 The Challenger Who Was Ignored! 

Everyone looked at ye chen with a mocking expression. 

Liu Yun che was a peak itinerant immortal. His cultivation base was far above Liu Xu 's. When the inner 

sect disciples found out about Liu Xu's past, they all thought that he was too stupid and that was why he 

had lost to ye chen. Therefore, many elite disciples were dissatisfied with ye chen. 

This time, the Grandmaster elder and great elder had actually addressed ye chen as senior Wei. This was 

a serious slap to the face of those elite disciples. As the representative of the elite disciples, Liu yunche 

was naturally unconvinced. 

Whether it was the elite disciples or the ordinary disciples, they were all in disbelief that ye chen, who 

had just entered the sky cloud sect for less than a day, could receive such preferential treatment from 

the great elder and the Supreme elder. No one believed in his ability. 

Seeing such a scene, the Supreme elder felt a little embarrassed. 
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"Ye-qianbei, this is all because of our sky cloud martial school's bad teaching, please don't be angry." 

The Supreme elder stepped forward and said. 

"Ha, Supreme elder, since you've failed to teach him well, why don't you let this Emperor teach him a 

lesson personally?" 

"This ..." 

The Grandmaster elder and the great elder's faces twisted. They knew ye Chen's strength. Liu yunche 

was no match for him at all. However, now that Liu yunche had challenged ye chen in public, if ye chen 

did not respond, it would be like he was avoiding him. This would naturally have a great impact on ye 

Chen's reputation. They both knew that ye chen would not let Liu yunche off and put him in a difficult 

situation. 

"What?" 

Ye chen shouted coldly when he saw the two hesitating. 

"Alright, we'll do as senior ye says!" 

The two elders could only shake their heads. They could not save Liu Yun che. 

Whether it was ye Chen's strength or background, they could not shake him. 

Hearing this, Liu Yun che was overjoyed. 

Although he did not understand why the great elder and the Supreme elder were so afraid of ye chen, 

he would kill ye chen in front of everyone this time and let everyone see that this kid's strength was not 

worthy! 

"Good, good, good!" 

Seeing that Liu Yun Che's challenge to ye chen had been approved by the elders, everyone was very 

excited. 

Instantly, the drums on the martial arts practice field sounded like thunder, the heaven and earth shook, 

and the aura was magnificent. 

Countless disciples of the sky cloud martial school came to the square, waiting to see a life-and-death 

battle. 

They knew very well that Liu Yun che was a narrow-minded person. Seeing that ye chen had received 

such preferential treatment, he would definitely not tolerate it. He wanted to eliminate the roots. 

What they did not know was who was the grass and who was the sickle! 

The two of them flew to the fighting ring. Liu yunche sneered at ye chen, revealing a disdainful look. 

"A mere Mahayana realm cultivator dares to act so arrogantly in my sky cloud martial school? you 

should know that with your level, you are not even as good as a cleaner in my sky cloud martial school!" 

"Hahaha!" 



Ye chen did not respond to Liu Yun Che's words. Instead, he laughed wildly. 

"What are you laughing at? I, a genius, shouldn't have fought with a waste like you, but you have 

insulted the reputation of my sky cloud martial school. This time, I will make sure you die without a 

burial place!" 

"Are you done with your nonsense?" 

"What?" 

"Die after you've finished speaking!" 

"Damn it!" 

Liu yunche was furious. He attacked in an instant. His powerful supernatural power, accompanied by the 

activation of vigorous celestial energy, rushed toward ye chen. He wanted to kill ye chen in one blow 

and not give ye chen any room to escape. 

Although ye Chen's strength was not up to par, this person was already highly regarded by the great 

elder and the Supreme elder. Liu yunche was a smart person. He would not give ye chen a chance to 

escape to the side of those two people. If that happened, he would be unable to kill ye chen on the spot! 

Many of the sky cloud martial school's disciples were also very clear of Liu Yun Che's character, and were 

naturally aware of his actions. 

On the battle stage, it seemed that Liu yunche was angered by ye chen. In reality, ye chen had triggered 

Liu yunche's killing intent. He hoped to kill ye chen directly by showing his anger to reduce his 

responsibility. 

"This time, ye chen is dead for sure. He actually dared to provoke Liu yunche!" 

"That's right. Originally, with the Supreme elder and Grand elder's support, even if he lost, he could still 

escape from the battle stage without dying. But this time, Liu Yun che didn't give him any chance of 

survival." 

"He's just an idiot, so what if he's dead?" 

Everyone was waiting for ye Chen's death and they did not care about this outcome that they had 

expected. Even the lower-grade outer sect disciples, those who were really sweeping the floor, looked 

down on ye chen because his strength was too weak. 

"Kill!" 

Liu yunche waved his hand, and instantly, his powerful immortal energy turned into a sharp knife. 

"Sigh ..." 

At this moment, both the Supreme elder and the great elder looked regretful and sighed. Although Liu 

Yun che was a little arrogant, he was still a genius disciple of their sky cloud martial school. It was a pity 

for him to die Here. 



However, the sky cloud sect disciples did not understand. They thought that the Supreme elder and the 

great elder were feeling sorry for ye chen and thought that ye chen was dead, just like them. 

"Swish!" 

Just when everyone thought that the result was not unexpected, Liu yunche's deadly hand blade was 

actually blocked. Moreover, it was blocked by ye Chen's two fingers! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The celestial energy continued to emit a buzzing sound. No matter how hard Liu yunche waved his hand, 

the energy could not hurt ye chen. Ye chen even smiled. It was like an adult blocking the attack of a 

three-year-old. 

"This!" 

Everyone was shocked. Almost no one had expected that a peak itinerant immortal, a genius cultivator, 

Liu yunche, would be countered by ye chen in the first move. The other party had not even used much 

of his inner energy! 

Many people would never have imagined such a scene in their entire lives, but it was the truth. 

Many people began to rub their eyes. They thought they were dreaming. This was not an exaggeration. 

They really thought they had entered a dream. 

However, after rubbing his eyes many times, he saw that it was the truth. 

"Liu Yun che, this is your strength?" Ye chen asked with a cold smile. 

"Impossible!" 

Liu yunche was livid. The qi and blood in his body surged, and the immortal energy in his meridians 

surged like a tiger coming down the mountain and a Wolf pouncing! 

"Ah!" 

He let out a furious roar, and his life-threatening magical power exploded in the air. 

"Blood cloud Palm!" 

"You can 't!" 

The Supreme elder and the great elder shouted to stop him but it was useless. Ye chen had easily 

resolved this move and even humiliated him. Liu yunche had really lost his mind this time. He had 

disregarded his own Foundation and forcefully activated the forbidden divine ability just to kill ye chen. 

"Oh?" 

In the face of the sky filled with blood, the destructive celestial energy circulated, and the entire space 

was in danger. Ye chen only glanced at the sky slightly, not the least bit surprised. 

Everyone was stunned. Liu yunche's strength was so strong that even an itinerant immortal would be 

killed on the spot. What gave ye chen the confidence to walk so casually? 



Countless cultivators could feel Liu yunche's explosive killing power and retreated. Many cultivators 

even felt fear in their hearts and could no longer look at the scene in front of them. 

Chapter 2049 Sweeping For A Lifetime! 

Ye chen looked at Liu yunche in the sky and the corners of his lips curled up. 

"Liu Yun che, I'll let you know the immensity of the heavens and earth today!" 

"Ye chen, you'll die today!" 

"Come on!" 

Ye chen closed his eyes and completely ignored Liu yunche. 

"Ah?" 

This time, everyone's jaws dropped. Who would be so careless when facing an opponent's killing move? 

"Ah!" 

Liu Yun che went crazy and roared like a wild beast. He had been surrounded by people since he was 

young, but he had never been humiliated like this. This was the greatest humiliation he had ever 

experienced in his life. He wanted revenge and to kill the person in front of him. 

However, he had still underestimated his own fate. Something even more humiliating than this was 

about to happen! 

"Kill!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

As Liu yunche releases his blood colored flowing Cloud Palm, the entire sky falls into boundless chaos. 

Lightning flashes, thunder rolls, and blood-red Thunderbolts fill the sky. This is the sign of killing, the 

prelude to death. The terrifying Qi turns into evil ghosts, constantly devouring people's minds. Many 

middle level loose Immortals directly kneel on the ground, not daring to raise their heads. 

This was the blood flowing Cloud Palm's super destructive power. In the sky cloud martial school, not 

even a peak individual immortal dared to cultivate this palm technique. Only the flowing cloud incarnate 

could break the taboo and cultivate this super power. 

Everyone knew very well that using such a mystical power was extremely taxing on one's body. It might 

even exhaust one's life vitality and weaken one's fate. However, in order to kill ye chen today, Liu 

yunche did not care. 

"Slash!" 

The blood-colored blade-shaped object was like a sky cover as it suddenly descended. Everyone was 

sent flying back 30000 feet. They didn't dare to get close to the fighting stage to watch the battle, 

because that kind of action was undoubtedly courting death. 
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"AI!" 

The Supreme elder and the great elder both looked uncomfortable. 

They knew very well that if Liu Yun che had not used such a killer move, they might have been able to 

keep him alive. Now, there was no turning back. Because of Liu Yun che, ye chen had been completely 

enraged. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen roared. On the independent fighting stage, he looked up at the sky and saw the descending 

blood-colored divine power. He was like a statue and did not Dodge at all! 

"Ah?" 

This time, everyone's mind was completely shattered. Was he going to commit suicide, or had he lost 

the will to resist? 

However, ye chen was able to catch Liu yunche's palm energy with just two fingers. He did not seem to 

be such a weak person. What was he trying to do? 

No one knew how terrifying the next scene would be! 

"Since you want to die, I'll grant you your wish. Behead!" 

Liu yunche had hoped that the more ye chen resisted, the more excited he would be and the more 

glorious he would be. However, his desire to kill ye chen was too strong and he had already given up his 

glory. He wanted to kill this person. Therefore, whether ye chen resisted or not, he had to kill him! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The huge blood-colored blade light came crashing down. This time, even the Supreme elder and the 

great elder did not know what ye chen was going to do. Why did he not even make the posture of the 

person who had cast the divine power? 

"Swish!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The huge blood-red saber-shaped object first struck ye Chen's head but the person under the saber had 

his hands behind his back and was using his head to receive the attack! 

"His head took on a certain-kill forbidden divine ability like this?" 

The Supreme elder and first elder were completely dumbfounded. Even they didn't dare to take this 

kind of forbidden divine power head-on. This divine power could even melt a body of steel. 

"Hahaha, die!" 

In order to ensure that ye chen would die a swift death, Liu yunche urged his own vitality and fused it 

into the saber-shaped object! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 



However, the saber could not cut through it. Above ye Chen's head, it was as if it had encountered an 

unbreakable force and the two were in a stalemate. 

"W-What is this? impossible! Impossible!" 

The flowing clouds in the sky could clearly see that the saber could not cut ye Chen's head open. 

This scene was even more terrifying than seeing hell. How strong was ye Chen's body to be able to 

withstand Liu yunche's ultimate technique that was activated despite the taboo? 

"Ah!" 

With a cold shout, ye Chen's eyes released dark lightning. In an instant, the blood-red saber-shaped 

figure shattered in the air and the shadow of Pangu appeared behind ye chen. Holy light illuminated the 

world, and his golden body was indestructible! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The aura of the Holy Light instantly shook 3000 people. Everyone, including the Supreme elder and the 

great elder, were all intimidated by this Supreme divine might and knelt on the ground. 

"Ah ... This is a God. Ye chen is a God!" 

Someone kept shouting like a madman. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The blade shape shattered in the air, and Liu Yun che suffered a backlash. 

"Pfft!" 

Liu yunche's body was hit by the backlash, and his meridians were shattered, his bones snapped, and he 

fell from the sky. 

"BOOM!" 

With a muffled sound, Liu Yun che fell to the ground like a dead dog. 

"With such abilities, you want to go against the heavens? Liu yunche, you are overconfident!" 

Ye chen slowly walked toward Liu yunche, like a god looking at an ant. 

"You, you!" 

Liu yunche used the last of his strength to look at ye chen. He found it difficult to even speak. Blood 

continued to ooze out of his mouth. His five internal organs were severely injured and his meridians 

were shattered. He looked like a cripple. 

"I heard that I'm not even as good as a cleaner in your sky cloud martial school?" 

"Don't even think about humiliating this genius. I'd rather die than submit!" 

"Rather die than submit, what a good one, hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed wildly. 



"Kill!" 

A sharp palm shot out, heading straight for Liu Yun che. 

"Ah, this!" 

The two elders revealed a look of fear, and Liu Yun che was so scared that he peed his pants. 

When the crowd saw this scene, they all shook their heads. They had not expected Liu Yun che to be so 

unyielding. The face of the sky cloud martial school had been completely lost. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

A shocking explosion rang out. Everyone thought that Liu Yun che was dead for sure, but when they 

looked at the battlefield, they realized that Liu Yun che was still alive. However, his face was contorted, 

clearly scared silly. 

"Senior ye, please show mercy!" 

The Supreme elder and the great elder came over to plead for mercy. 

"Ha, I can spare this piece of trash, but you have to promise me one thing!" 

"What request? senior ye, tell me!" 

"He's already a cripple, so let him sweep the floor for the rest of his life!" 

"Ah?" 

Everyone was incomparably shocked. Ye chen had given Liu Yun che a chance to survive that was worse 

than death. 

"You, ah!" 

Liu Yun Che's chest felt heavy, and he immediately fainted. 

"Supreme elder, great elder, have you heard my orders?" 

"Yes, yes, we will remember senior ye's person and don't dare to violate it in the slightest!" 

After which, the Supreme elder sent people to carry Liu Yun che away. 

"Senior ye is magnanimous, we bow in admiration!" 

All of the sky cloud sect's powerhouses and disciples knelt down to pay their respects to ye chen. 

"Remember today's lesson!" 

"Yes, we will remember!" 

Ye chen turned around and left. The Supreme elder and great elder followed. 

After arriving above the clouds, the Supreme elder and the great elder brought a location map to ye 

chen. 



"Senior ye, this is a map to nether prison. Please follow me!" 

"En!" 

Ye chen took the map and flew away! 

Chapter 2050 Blood Mist Town! 

According to the nether prison's map and his own senses, ye chen passed through many domains and 

entered a realm filled with blood and darkness. 

It was strange that his connection to nether prison had suddenly disappeared here. 

According to the map, it was also in this direction. It could be seen that he had not gone the wrong way. 

There must have been some other problems. 

The deeper ye chen went into this domain, the stranger he felt. Everything here seemed to be 

completely different from the domains he had been in before. This phenomenon made him vigilant. 

"Although the environment here looks like it's natural, there are many man-made traces. Ha, 

interesting!" 

Ye chen sneered and continued to move forward. 

After walking for a day, he saw a tall mountain in front of him. At the foot of the mountain, there was a 

small town. 

When ye chen saw the small town, he came to the edge of the town. 

The town was filled with people from the netherworld. Some of them were drinking in taverns, some 

were forging weapons in blacksmiths, some were chatting, and some were performing on the streets. It 

was a peaceful place. 

However, wasn't it too strange for such a place to be surrounded by a bloody domain? 

However, since it had appeared in his path, ye chen had to cross it. 

Da, da, da!" 

Ye chen easily arrived at the main road of the town. On the other side of the road was a Tavern. 

"Customer, this way please. You seem to have come from a long way. Why don't you come to my shop 

to eat some snacks and drink some wine to quench your thirst?" 

A person who looked like a waiter ran over and smiled at ye chen. 

"That's a good idea!" 

Ye chen followed the waiter into the shop and sat at a table by the window. 

At this time, many people turned to look at ye chen when they saw him enter the store. 

A lot of people smiled, but it was a fake smile. One look and you could tell that they were not good 

people. 
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Ye chen ignored them and treated them like ordinary guests. After waiting for a while, he looked at the 

scenery outside the window. In reality, the scenery outside the window was a bloody mist. 

"Hahaha, this customer is quite calm!" 

"Yeah, could he be an expert?" 

"Who knows? hehehe!" 

Many of the burly men who were drinking began to tease ye chen. Their eyes were filled with sinister 

intent. 

This was obviously not a normal store. Ye chen could see many details at a glance. This store was newly 

built. They had used a spell to make the surrounding soil and soil look old. However, in ye Chen's eyes, 

this was very clear. 

What was more, ye chen could smell a familiar aura from these people. This aura reminded him of the 

massacre at that time. 

"Sir, the wine and dishes you ordered are here." 

The waiter came over with a plate of beast meat and a pot of wine. He was very enthusiastic but behind 

the enthusiasm, the coldness in his eyes could not be hidden from ye chen. 

"Put it here!" 

"Alright, please!" 

The waiter put down the food and wine and then stood to the side. 

"You can go!" 

"Hehe, I'm not busy. You're a distinguished guest. I want to serve you alone!" 

"Is that so? hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed out loud and poured himself a glass of wine. 

The waiter stared at ye chen as if he was hoping that ye chen would drink quickly. Ye chen sneered in his 

heart. These idiots! 

He picked up the wine glass, sniffed it, and smiled. 

"Waiter, what kind of wine is this?" 

"This is a good nether wine. After drinking it, not only will it make you healthy, but everything you eat 

will also taste good. It can also make your cultivation level rise to a higher level." 

"Nether wine? ha, that doesn't sound very auspicious." 

"No, sir. This is the underworld realm, right?" 

"Right, well said!" 

Ye chen raised his glass and gulped down a mouthful of wine. He revealed a satisfied expression. 



The young man smiled sinisterly at the same time. The other men who were sitting down also smiled at 

ye chen. 

Ye chen felt his eyes go blank. Then, he felt the people in front of him appear in multiple shadows. 

"Ah, hahaha, you guys, why did you all split up?" 

"Customer, you must be drunk, hehe!" 

"Oh, really? Can a glass of wine make me drunk?" 

Ye chen stood up and pointed at them, laughing. 

The brawny men stood up and looked at ye chen. 

"No way, this is the ye chen who killed the Holy envoy? Although he's been poisoned with a secret 

medicine used by evil spirits, it's said that this person's cultivation base is deep, so it shouldn't be like 

this, right?" 

"Ha, who cares? anyone who dares to touch our people will die!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Everyone flipped the table over and revealed their evil weapons, pointing them at ye chen. 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye Chen's body was still crooked as if he was really drunk. 

"Pfft!" 

Then, he spat out a mouthful of blood. The cultivators sneered. 

"Hahaha, elder Shangguan's poison is indeed powerful!" 

"This time, he's completely finished!" 

The crowd surrounded ye chen, ready to attack. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

At that moment, they suddenly realized that the blood that ye chen had spat out under their feet had 

begun to sizzle. 

"What's going on?" 

Many cultivators looked at their feet and found that the blood had started to corrode the floor. Then, 

the entire space trembled. The floor shattered and turned into dust. What they saw was a deep abyss. 

"What's going on? what's going on?" 

All the powerhouses were shocked. They looked at ye chen again and were surprised to find that there 

was no sign of poisoning at all. There was not even a trace of blood at the corner of his mouth. He was 

looking at them coldly. 



"Impossible! You're not poisoned?" 

"You clearly drank poisoned wine!" 

"This poison was developed by elder Shangguan. You'll die if you come into contact with it!" 

Many powerhouses looked at ye chen in surprise. They had no idea what had happened. 

"You want to affect me with this little poison? ridiculous!" 

With a loud explosion, ye Chen's body bloomed with golden light. It was the ancient God Body. His 

golden body was indestructible. Even if poison was added a hundred times more, it would be ineffective. 

Ye chen had absorbed all these toxins and was now suffering from a backlash. 

The dark space under everyone's feet gradually shrank. Not only did these cultivators not poison ye 

chen, but they were also poisoned and fell into despair. 

"Evil spirit, are you still not going to show yourself?" 

Ye Chen's roar shook a thousand miles and the entire town collapsed. 

The people who had been playing various roles in the town were shaken by ye Chen's chi-force and 

revealed their evil spirit true forms. 

"You actually know everything!" 

The waiter glared at ye chen. 

"Ha, it seems like you're their leader. Show yourself!" 

Ye chen spat out a stream of sword Qi toward the evil spirit. 

"Ah?" 

The evil spirit felt the boundless killing intent and was shocked. It flew up and revealed its true form-a 

Wolf-headed evil spirit! 

 


